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Abstract5

Here we develop a general theory of categories that admit a functorial invariant6

(the triangulation functor) which generalizes the tree-width of graphs. Our triangu-7

lation functor provides a uniform construction for various tree-width-like invariants8

including hypergraph tree-width, and the tree-width of the modular quotient in the9

category of modular partition functions.10

1 Introduction11

In the “16thNP-completeness column” [19] Johnson compiled a list of graph classes for12

which manyNP-complete problems are polynomial or even linear-time solvable. Some13

examples from this list are: trees, partial k-trees, chordal graphs, series parallel graphs,14

split graphs and co-graphs. A common feature shared by many of these classes is that15

their members admit some form of recursive decomposition. The same holds for the16

graph classes described by measuring the size of a smallest structural decomposition17

(e.g. tree-width or clique-width). Algorithms on such classes can often proceed by18

dynamic programming, taking advantage of the recursive structure of the input [8, 11,19

13, 14].20

The most important among these graph parameters is indubitably tree-width, which21

associates to every graph the minimum width over all of its possible tree decompo-22

sitions. Tree-width has many applications in parameterized complexity [13, 11] and23

has played a key part in the proof of the celebrated Robertson-Seymour graph minor24

theorem [27].25

Due to a plethora of algorithmic and theoretical applications, significant amounts26

of research effort are spent on introducing and studying new sorts of decompositions27

(alongwith correspondingwidthmeasures) that capture specific classes of objects and/or28

structural correspondences. These include e.g. modular decompositions [15], partitive29
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families [6, 10], clique-width decomposition trees [9, 7], branch decompositions [29]30

and rank decompositions [26].31

Since most decomposition notions are defined in terms of the internal structure32

of the decomposed object (think about e.g. clique-width decomposition trees, which33

use a formal grammar to specify how to construct a given graph from smaller ones),34

generalizing a given notion of decomposition to a larger class of objects tends to be35

an arduous task. For example, consider the myriad of subtly different tree-width ana-36

logues that arise when generalizing tree decomposition from simple graphs to digraphs37

[20, 4, 17, 30, 22].38

The difficulty of transferring a given decomposition notion to a more general setting39

can be reduced significantly by finding a characteristic property formulated purely in40

terms of the category that the decomposed objects inhabit, which defines the decompo-41

sition independently of the internal structure. Such category-theoretic characterizations42

have already proven successful in other fields (see e.g. Leister’s work on categorial43

characterizations of ultraproducts [24] and more recently Lebesgue integration [25]).44

Contributions. Seeking a precise, abstract definition of recursive decomposability,45

we introduce spined categories. These are categories equipped with sufficient addi-46

tional structure to admit a well-behaved notion of recursive decomposition. In our47

main result (Theorem 4.10) we provide a uniform construction of an invariant called48

the triangulation functor which is defined on (objects of) spined categories. The tri-49

angulation functor coincides with tree-width in the case of graphs. In particular, we50

obtain a characterization of our abstract analogue of tree-width as a functor satisfying51

certain maximality properties (Theorem 4.12). This characterization is closely related52

(but not identical) to Halin’s [16] definition of tree-width as the maximal graph param-53

eter sharing certain properties with the Hadwiger number and chromatic number. We54

show that the triangulation functors of other spined categories encompass several tree-55

width-like invariants such as hypergraph tree-width (Theorem 4.14), and the tree-width56

of the modular quotient in the category of modular partition functions (Example 5.2).57

Our uniform construction of triangulation functors provides a roadmap to the dis-58

covery of new tree-width-like parameters, such as widths for new types of combinatorial59

objects, or notions of graph width that respect stricter notions of structural correspon-60

dence than ordinary graph isomorphism, simply by collecting the relevant objects into61

a spined category.62

Outline. To accomodate readers from different backgrounds, Section 2 consists of63

short review of the graph- and category-theoretic background required for this paper.64

In Section 3 we introduce spined categories (Definition 3.1) and the corresponding no-65

tion of morphisms, spinal functors (Definition 3.5). Section 4 contains the proof of66

our main result (Theorem 4.10) on the existence of spinal functors called triangula-67

tion functors which encompass and generalize several tree-width-like invariants used in68

combinatorics. In Section 5 we describe a way of constructing new spined categories69

from previously known ones and illustrate the applications of such constructions with70

some examples. Section 6 briefly discusses open questions and directions for future71

research.72
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2 Background73

Throughout, for any natural number n, let [n] denote the set {1,… ,n}. Furthermore,74

all graphs will be finite with no loops (i.e. not reflexive) or parallel edges (this is in75

contrast to the the standard in category theory where graphs are reflexive). We denote76

the disjoint union of two sets A and B by A⊎B. For graphs G and H , we denote by77

G⊎H and G∩H respectively the graphs (V (G)⊎V (H),E(G),⊎E(H)) and (V (G) ∩78

V (H),E(G) ∩E(H)). We call a vertex v of a graph G an apex vertex if it is adjacent79

to every other vertex in G. We denote by G⋆v the operation of adjoining a new apex80

vertex v to G.81

A circuit of length n in the simple graph G is a finite sequence (e1,… , en) of edges82

of G such that consecutive edges share an endpoint, as do e1 and en. A simple graph83

that contains no circuits is called a tree.84

A graph homomorphism from a graph G to a graph H is a mapping ℎ ∶ V (G)→85

V (H) such that ℎ(x)ℎ(y) ∈ E(H) whenever xy ∈ E(G). Note that, if G is a subgraph86

ofH , then there is an injective graph homomorphism � ∶G→H which witnesses this87

fact.88

For any graph-theoretic notation not defined here, we refer the reader to Diestel’s text-89

book [12].90

2.1 Tree-width91

The tree-width function, tw ∶ → ℕ can intuitively be thought of as a measure of how92

far a given graph is from being a tree. For example, edge-less graphs have tree-width93

0, forests with at least one edge have tree-width 1 and, for n > 1, n-vertex cliques have94

tree-width n−1. Tree-width was introduced independently by many authors [3, 16, 28]95

and thus has many equivalent definitions; the most common definition makes use of the96

related concept of a tree-decomposition. Here we give its definition for hypergraphs97

[1].98

Definition 2.1. [1] The pair (T , (Bt)t∈V (T )) is a tree decomposition of a hypergraphH99

if (Bt)t∈V (T )) is a sequence of subsets (called bags) of V (H) indexed by the nodes of100

the tree T such that:101

( T1) for every hyper-edge F ofH , there is a node t ∈ V (T ) such that F ⊆ Bt,102

( T2) for every x ∈ V (H), the set V(T ,x) ∶= {t ∈ V (T ) ∶ x ∈ Bt} induces a connected103

subgraph in T (in particular V(T ,x) is not empty).104

The width of a tree decomposition (T , (Vt)t∈T ) of the hypergraph H is defined as one105

less than the maximum of the cardinalities of its bags. The tree-width tw(H) of H is106

the minimum possible width of any tree decomposition of H . (The definition of tree107

decomposition and tree-width follow for simple graphs by viewing them as 2-uniform108

hypergraphs.)109

Halin [16] provides an alternative characterization of tree-width as a maximal ele-110

ment in a class of functions called S-functions. These are mappings from finite graphs111
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to ℕ satisfying a set of common properties fulfilled by the chromatic number, vertex-112

connectivity number and the Hadwiger number. In order to define S-functions, we first113

recall the concept of anH-sum of two graphs.114

Definition 2.2. Given two graphs G1 and G2 and a subgraph H of both of them, the
H-sum of G1 and G2 is the graph G1#HG2 obtained by identifying the vertices of H
in G1 to the vertices of H in G2 and removing any parallel edges. Formally, given
injective homorphisms ℎi ∶H →Gi witnessing thatH is a subgraph in G1 and G2, thegraph G1#HG2 is defined as

G1#HG2 ∶=
(

V (G1)⊎V (G2)∕ℎ1=ℎ2 ,E(G1)⊎E(G2)∕∼
)

where edges wx and yz are related under ∼ if {ℎ1(w),ℎ1(x)} = {ℎ2(y),ℎ2(z)}.115

Given the definition ofH-sum, we can now recall Halin’s definition of S-function.116

Definition 2.3 ([16]). A function f ∶  → ℕ is called an S-function if it satisfies the117

following four properties:118

(H1) f (K0) = 0 (K0 is the empty graph)119

(H2) ifH is a minor of G, then f (H) ≤ f (G) (minor isotonicity)120

(H3) f (G⋆v) = 1+f (G) (distributivity over adding an apex)121

(H4) for each n∈ℕ,G=G1#KnG2 implies that f (G) =maxi∈{1,2}f (Gi) (distributivity122

over clique-sum).123

Theorem 2.4 ([16]). The set of all S-functions forms a complete distributive lattice124

when equipped with the pointwise ordering. Furthermore, the function G↦ tw(G)+1125

is maximal in this lattice.126

2.2 Category-theoretic preliminaries127

Our generalization of Halin’s characterization of tree-width relies on some standard128

category-theoretic tools. To keep the presentation self-contained, we recall the defini-129

tions of all relevant concepts here.130

Throughout we let ℕ≤ denote the category of natural numbers viewed as a poset131

and write Grℎomo for the category having finite simple graphs as objects and graph132

homomorphisms as arrows.133

We call a morphism (or arrow) f ∶A→B in a category  a monomorphism in  (or134

a monic arrow in ) if, given any two arrows x,y ∶Z→A, we have f◦x= f◦y implies135

x = y. Throughout this text the notation f ∶ A↪ B always denotes a monomorphism136

fromA toB. Given a category , we letMono() denote the subcategory of  given by137

all the monic arrows of  (note that this differs from the standard usage, whereMono()138

denotes a specific subcategory of the arrow category Arr(C) of  instead).139

Definition 2.5. A functor F between the categories  to is a mapping that associates140

• to every objectW in  an object F [W ] in 141
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• to every arrow f ∶X → Y in  an arrow F [f ] ∶ F [X]→ F [Y ] in 142

while preserving identity and compositions, i.e.143

• F (idX) = idF [X] for every object X in , and144

• F [g◦f ] = F [g]◦F [f ] for all arrows f ∶X → Y , g ∶ Y →Z in .145

A diagram of shape J in a category  is a functor from J to .146

We call a diagram of shape G A Hg ℎ
in the category  a span in ;147

similarly, we call G A Hgℎ a cospan. A monic (co)span is a (co)span148

consisting of monic arrows.149

Definition 2.6. Consider a span G1 H G2g1 g2
in a category. The cospan150

G1 G1+H G2 G2
g+1 g+2 is a pushout of g1 and g2 in  if151

1. g+1 ◦g1 = g+2 ◦g2, and152

2. for any cospan G1 Z G2
z1 z2 such that z1◦g1 = z2◦g2 (a cocone of153

the span) we can find a uniquemorphismm ∶G1+HG2→Z such thatm◦g+1 = z1154

and m◦g+2 = z2.155

We call G1+H G2 the pushout object of g1 and g2.156

Pushouts inGrℎomo allow us to recover the definition of anH-sum of graphs (recall157

Definition 2.2).158

Proposition 2.7. Every monic span in Grℎomo has a pushout. In particular, the pushout159

of a monic span G1 H G2g1 g2
is the graph G1#HG2 given by the H-sum160

of G1 and G2 along H .161

Proof. Take the obvious inclusion maps as �1 ∶G1↪G1#HG2 and �2 ∶G2↪G1#HG2.
We clearly have �1◦g1 = �2◦g2. Now consider any other cospan G1 Z G2

z1 z2

satisfying the equality z1◦g1 = z2◦g2. Define themapm ∶G1#HG2→Z on the vertices
of G1#HG2 via the equation

m(v) =

{

z1(v) if v ∈ G1,
z2(v) otherwise.

Notice that m is well-defined since if v ∈ V (G1) ∩ V (G2), then z1(v) = z1(g1(v)) =162

z2(g2(v)) = z2(v).163

We check that m◦�1 = z1. By extensionality, it suffices to prove m(�1(x)) = z1(x) for164

an arbitrary vertex x of G. Since �1(x) = x and x ∈ G, the first clause of the definition165

applies, and we have m(�1(x)) = m(x) = z1(x). A similar proof allows us to conclude166

m◦�2 = z2. The uniqueness of m follows immediately. ■167
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We cannot generalize Proposition 2.7 much further, since the pushout of an arbitrary168

pair (i ∶ D → G,j ∶ D → H) need not exist in Grℎomo. Indeed, taking the obvious169

injection i ∶ K2 → K2 and the unique map j ∶ K2 → K1, we see that no object Z and170

map z1 ∶ K2 →Z can ever satisfy z1◦i = z2◦j, since the image of the right-hand side171

always consists of a single vertex, while the image of the left-hand side necessarily172

contains an edge.173

3 Spined Categories and S-functors174

Here we introduce spined categories, categories with sufficient extra structure to admit175

a categorial generalization of the graph-theoretic notion of tree-width (the triangulation176

functor, constructed in Section 4).177

Spined categories come equipped with a notion of proxy pushout, whose role is178

largely analogous to that of the clique-sum operation in Halin’s definition of S-functions179

(Definition 2.3). Proxy pushouts are similar to, but significantly less restrictive than180

ordinary pushouts: in fact, pushouts always give rise to proxy pushouts (Proposition181

3.2), but the converse does not hold. The role of cliques themselves is played by the182

members of a distinguished sequence of objects, called the spine.183

Among the structure-preserving functors between spined categories, we find ab-184

stract, functorial counterparts to Halin’s S-functions: these are the S-functors of Def-185

inition 3.6. We shall see that S-functors are in fact more general than Halin’s notion,186

even in the case of simple graphs. While every S-function yields an S-functor over the187

category Grmono (Proposition 3.7), the converse is not true.188

Definition 3.1. A spined category consists of a category  equipped with the following189

additional structure:190

• a functor Ω ∶ ℕ= →  called the spine of ,191

• an operation P (called the proxy pushout) that assigns to each span of the form192

G Ωn Hg ℎ in a distinguished cocone G P(g,ℎ) H
P(g,ℎ)g P(g,ℎ)ℎ

193

subject to the following conditions:194

SC1 For every object X of  we can find a morphism x ∶X →Ωn for some n ∈ ℕ.195

SC2 For any cocone G Ωn Hg ℎ and any pair ofmorphisms g′ ∶G→G′196

andℎ′ ∶H→H ′ we can find a uniquemorphism (g′,ℎ′) ∶P(g,ℎ)→P(g′◦g,ℎ′◦ℎ)197

making the following diagram commute:198

Ωn G G′

H P(g,ℎ)

H ′ P(g′◦g,ℎ′◦ℎ)

ℎ

g g′

P(g,ℎ)g

P(g′◦g,ℎ′◦ℎ)g′◦g

ℎ′
P(g,ℎ)ℎ (g′,ℎ′)

P(g′◦g,ℎ′◦ℎ)ℎ′◦ℎ

199
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As the name suggests, categories with enough pushouts always have proxy pushouts.200

This observation gives rise to many examples of spined categories.201

Proposition 3.2. Take a category  equipped with functor Ω ∶ ℕ= →  such that the202

following hold:203

1. for any object X of  there is some n ∈ ℕ and morphism x ∶X →Ωn, and204

2. every span of the form G Ωn Hg ℎ has a pushout in .205

The map P that assigns to every span G Ωn Hg ℎ its pushout square206

turns  into a spined category.207

Proof. We only have to verify Property SC2. Consider the diagram208

Ωn G G′

H G+ΩnH

H ′ G′+ΩnH
′

ℎ

g g′

�G

�′G

ℎ′
�H

�′H

209

We have to exhibit the unique dotted morphism G+Ωn H → G′ +Ωn H
′ making this210

diagram commute. Notice that the arrows �′G◦g′ and �′H◦ℎ′ form a cocone of the span211

of g,ℎ. Since the pushout of g and ℎ is universal among such cocones, the existence212

and uniqueness of the required morphism G+ΩnH → G′+ΩnH
′ follows. ■213

Since pushouts in poset categories are given by least upper bounds, Proposition 3.2214

allows us to construct a simple (but important) first example of a spined category.215

Example 3.3. Let ≤ denote the usual ordering on the natural numbers. The poset ℕ≤,216

when equipped with the spine Ωn = n (and maxima as proxy pushouts) constitutes a217

spined category denoted Nat.218

Combining Propositions 2.7 and 3.2 gives us a first example of a "combinatorial"219

spined category, the category Grmono which has graphs as objects and injective graph220

homomorphisms as arrows. First consider a span of the form A X B221

inGrℎomo. Notice that all arrows are monic in the corresponding pushout square. How-222

ever, given a cocone A Z Ba b
the pushout morphism A+X B→Z can223

fail to be a monomorphism (for instance in the case where the images of a and b have224

non-empty intersection). It follows that the clique sum does not give rise to pushouts225

in the category Grmono. Nonetheless, the category satisfies Property SC2, so the lack226

of pushouts does not stop us from constructing a spined category.227

Proposition 3.4. The category Grmono, equipped with the spine n ↦ Kn and clique228

sums as proxy pushouts forms a spined category.229
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Proof. Property SC1 is evident, but we need to verify Property SC2. Consider the230

diagram231

Ωn G G′

H G#ΩnH

H ′ G′#ΩnH
′

ℎ

g g′

�G

�′G

ℎ′
�H

!p

�′H

232

in Grℎomo. Notice that the arrows �G, �′G, �H , �′H are all monic. We have to establish that233

the morphism p ∶ G#ΩnH → G′#ΩnH
′ (which is unique since it is a pushout arrow in234

Grℎomo) is monic as well. Note that p maps any vertex x in G#ΩnH to (�′G◦g′)(x) if x235

is in G and to (�′H◦ℎ′)(x) otherwise. Thus, since V (G′) ∩V (H ′) = V (G) ∩V (H), we236

have that, for any x and y in V (G#ΩnH), if p(x) = p(y) then x = y. Thus p is injective237

(i.e. it is monic and hence it is in Grmono). ■238

We will encounter further examples of spined categories below, including:239

1. the poset of natural numbers under the divisibility relation (Proposition 3.11),240

2. the category of posets (Proposition 3.9),241

3. the category of hypergraphs (Theorem 4.14),242

4. the category of vertex-labelings of graphs (Examples 5.2 and 5.3).243

Now we introduce the notion of a spinal functor as the obvious notion of morphism244

between two spined categories.245

Definition 3.5. Consider spined categories (,Ω ,P) and (,Ω,P). We call a246

functor F ∶  → a spinal functor if it247

SF1 preserves the spine, i.e. F◦Ω = Ω, and248

SF2 preserves proxy pushouts, i.e. given a proxy pushout square249

Ωn G

H P(g,ℎ)

ℎ

g

P (g,ℎ)g

P (g,ℎ)ℎ

250

in the category , the image251
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Ωn F [G]

F [H] F [P(g,ℎ)]

Fℎ

Fg

FP (g,ℎ)g

FP (g,ℎ)ℎ

252

forms a proxy pushout square in . Equivalently, F [P(g,ℎ)] = P(Fg,Fℎ),253

FP(g,ℎ)g =P(Fg,Fℎ)Fg and FP(g,ℎ)ℎ =P(Fg,Fℎ)Fℎ all hold.254

Recall the spined categoryNat of Example 3.3. Using spinal functors toNat, we obtain255

the following categorial counterparts to Halin’s S-functions.256

Definition 3.6. An S-functor over the spined category is a spinal functorF ∶  → Nat.257

Proxy pushouts in Grmono are given by clique sums over complete graphs, while258

pushouts inNat are given by maxima. Consequently, given an S-functor F ∶Grmono→259

Nat, Property SF2 reduces to the equality F [G#KnH] = max{F [G],F [H]} (cf. Prop-260

erty (H4) of Halin’s S-functions).261

Proposition 3.7. Every S-function f ∶  → ℕ gives rise to an S-functor F satisfying262

F [X] = f (X) for all objects X of Grmono.263

Proof. Take an S-function f ∶  → ℕ. Take a morphism f ∶ X → Y in . Since264

f is a graph monomorphism, X is isomorphic to a subgraph of Y , and is therefore a265

(trivial) minor of Y . Thus, f (X) ≤ f (Y ) holds by Property (H2). It follows that the266

map F defined by the equations F [X] = f (X) and Ff = (F [X] ≤ F [Y ]) for each pair267

of objects X,Y and each morphism f ∶ X → Y constitutes a functor from Grmono to268

the poset category ℕ≤.269

We show that F preserves the spine inductively, by proving F [Kn] = f (Kn) = n for270

all n ∈ ℕ:271

• Base case: We have F [K0] = 0 by Property (H1).272

• Inductive case: Assume that F [Kn] = f (Kn) = n. Since Kn ⋆v = Kn+1, we273

have F [Kn+1] = f (Kn+1) = f (Kn⋆v) = 1+f (Kn) = 1+n by Property (H3).274

The preservation of proxy pushouts follows immediately by Property (H4). Hence F is275

a spinal functor as we claimed. ■276

We note, however that the converse of Proposiotion 3.7 is not true (not even in277

Grmono). To see this, note that while the clique number is an S-functor in Grmono, it278

may increase when taking minors. Thus the clique number does not satisfy Property279

(H2) and hence it is not an S-function.280

Using the natural indexing on the spine given by the functor Ω ∶ ℕ= → , we can281

associate the following numerical invariants to each object of the spined category .282

Definition 3.8. Take a spined category (,Ω,P) and an object X ∈ . We define the283

order |X| of the object X as the least n ∈ ℕ such that  has a morphism X → Ωn.284

Similarly, we define the generalized clique number!(X) as the largest n∈ℕ for which285

contains a morphism Ωn →X (whenever such n exists).286
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It’s clear that a spined category (,Ωn,P) where |Ωn| < n (resp. !(Ωn) > n) does287

not admit any S-functors since it then would be impossible for any candidate S-functor288

to preserve the spine. In particular there are no S-functors defined on the category289

Grℎomo. However, S-functors may fail to exist even if |Ωn| = n (!(Ωn) = n). We con-290

struct such an example below.291

Proposition 3.9. There exist spined categories (,Ω,P) satisfying |Ωn| = n = !(Ωn)292

that do not admit any S-functors.293

Proof. Consider the category Posetmono which has finite posets as objects and order-294

preserving injections as morphisms. Let Ωn denote set {m ∈ ℕ |m ≤ n} under its usual295

linear ordering, and letP assign to each span of the form G Ωn Hg ℎ the296

pushout G+ΩnH of the span in Posetℎomo (the category of posets is cocomplete [2],297

so in particular it has all pushouts). We will show that the structure (Posetmono,Ω,P)298

forms a spined category that does not admit any S-functors.299

Take any poset P on n elements and note that there is a monomorphism from P to300

Ln. This verifies Property SC1. For Property SC2 consider the following diagram.301

Ωn G G′

H G+ΩnH

H ′ G′+ΩnH
′

ℎ

g g′

�G

�′G

ℎ′
�H

!p

�′H

302

Notice that the arrows �G, �′G, �H , �′H are all monic. We have to establish that the mor-303

phism p ∶G+ΩnH→G′+ΩnH
′ (which is unique since it is a pushout arrow inPosetℎomo)304

is monic as well. Notice that p can be defined piece-wise as the map taking any point x305

in G+ΩnH to (�′G◦g′)(x) if x is in G and to (�′H◦ℎ′)(x) otherwise. Since G′+ΩnH ′ is306

obtained by identifying the points in the image of Ωn under g′◦g with the points in the307

image of Ωn under ℎ′◦ℎ, we have that, by its definition, p must be injective and hence308

monic.309

Now we show that (Posetmono,Ω,P) does not admit any S-functors. Assume for310

a contradiction that there exists an S-functor F over (Posetmono,Ω,P). Consider the311

linearly ordered posetsΩ3 = {a≤ b≤ c},Ω2 = {d ≤ e}, andΩ1 = {x}. Since any spinal312

functor preserves the spine, we must have F [Ω3] = 3 and F [Ω2] = 2. Now consider the313

monomorphisms f ∶ Ω1 → Ω3 and g ∶ Ω1 → Ω2 given by f (x) = c and g(x) = d. The314

pushout P of f,g is isomorphic to Ω4. Preservation of proxy pushouts immediately315

yields 4 = F [Ω4] = F [P ] = max{2,3} = 3, a contradiction. ■316

Instead of exhaustively enumerating all possible obstructions to the existence of S-317

functors, we restrict our attention to those spined categories that come equipped with at318

least one S-functor. We shall see that the existence of a single S-functor already suffices319

to construct a functorial analogue of tree-width on any such category.320
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Definition 3.10. We call a spined category measurable if it admits at least one S-321

functor.322

Of course Nat is a measurable spined category. The measurability of Grmono fol-323

lows from Proposition 3.7, by noticing that that the clique number is an S-functor. How-324

ever, this is a very special property enjoyed by Grℎomo.325

Proposition 3.11. The generalized clique number ! need not give rise to an S-functor326

over an arbitrary measurable spined category.327

Proof. Equip the natural numbers with the divisibility relation, and regard the resulting
poset as a category ℕdiv. Equip ℕdiv with the spine

Ωn =
∏

p≤n
pn

where p ranges over the primes. The poset category ℕdiv has all pushouts, the pushout328

of objects n,m given by least common multiple of n and m. LetP(x ≤ n,x ≤m) denote329

the least common multiple lcm(n,m). We verify each of the spined category properties330

in turn:331

SC1: Take any n ∈ ℕ. Let p and k denote respectively the largest prime and exponent332

which appears in the prime factorization of n. Then n divides Ωpk .333

SC2: Immediate from Proposition 3.2.334

Consider the map that sends each object n∈ℕdiv to the highest exponent that occurs in335

the prime factorization of n (OEIS A051903 [18]). This is clearly an S-functor on the336

category (ℕdiv,Ω, lcm), which is therefore measurable. However, we claim that ! itself337

is not an S-functor on this spined category.338

To see this, consider the objects 16 and 81 in ℕdiv. Since Ω2 = 22 = 4 and Ω3 =339

23 ⋅33 = 216, the largest n for which Ωn divides 16 is ![16] = 2. Similarly, ![81] = 1.340

However, we have ![16 ⋅81] = ![1296] = ![Ω4] = 4 ≠ 2. ■341

The reader may verify that, unlike the generalized clique number, the order map342

does give rise to an S-functor over the categoryℕdiv. However this is not true in general.343

Proposition 3.12. The order map X ↦ |X| need not give rise to an S-functor over an344

arbitrary measurable spined category.345

Proof. The order map does not constitute an S-functor over the measurable spined cat-346

egory Grmono. Consider two copies of the graph with two vertices and one edge, glued347

together along a common vertex. If order was an S-functor, the resulting graph would348

have only two vertices. ■349
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4 Tree-width in a measurable spined category350

In this section we give an abstract analogue of tree-width in our categorial setting, by351

proving a theorem in the style of Halin’s Theorem 2.4. To do so, we must find a max-352

imum S-functor (under the point-wise order). An obvious candidate is the map taking353

every object to its order (Definition 3.8). However, as we just saw (Proposition 3.12), the354

order need not constitute an S-functor for measurable spined categories. Thus, rather355

than trying to define an S-functor via morphisms from objects to elements of the spine,356

we will consider morphisms to elements of a distinguished class of objects which we357

call pseudo-chordal. These objects will be used to define our abstract analogue of tree-358

width as an S-functor on any measurable spined category. We will conclude the section359

by showing how our abstract characterization of tree-width allows us to recover the fa-360

miliar notions of graph and hypergraph tree-width.361

Definition 4.1. We call an object X of a spined category (,Ω,P) pseudo-chordal if362

for every two S-functors F ,G ∶  →Nat we have F [X] =G[X] (if the spined category363

is not measurable, then every object is pseudo-chordal).364

Proposition 4.2. The setQ of all pseudo-chordal objects of a spined category (,Ω,P)365

contains all objects of the formΩn, and is closed under proxy pushouts in the following366

sense: given two objects A,B ∈ Q and two arrows f ∶ Ωn → A and g ∶ Ωn → B, we367

always have P(f,g) ∈Q.368

Proof. Given two S-functors F ,G on , we always have F [Ωn] = n = G[Ωn] by Prop-369

erty SF1. Moreover, by Property SF2, given A,B ∈Q and arrows f ∶ Ωn →A and g ∶370

Ωn → B, we have F [P(f,g)] = max{F [A].F [B]} = max{G[A].G[B]} = G[P(f,g)].371

■372

In light of Proposition 4.2, it is natural to distinguish the smallest set of pseudo-373

chordal objects that contains the spine and which is closed under proxy pushouts. We374

call this set the set of chordal objects. The name is given in analogy to chordal graphs:375

a resemblance that is best seen in the following recursive definition of chordal objects.376

Definition 4.3. We define the set of chordal objects of the category spined category 377

inductively, as the smallest set S of objects satisfying the following:378

• Ωn ∈ S for all n ∈ ℕ, and379

• P(a,b) ∈ S for all objects A,B ∈ S and arrows a ∶ Ωn → A and b ∶ Ωn → B.380

Note that the notions of chordality and pseudo-chordality are well-defined even in381

non-measurable categories (since every object is pseudo-chordal if the category in ques-382

tion is not measurable).383

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.2 we have the following result.384

Corollary 4.4. All chordal objects are pseudo-chordal.385

However, note that the converse of Corollary 4.4 does not hold; as we shall see, it386

fails even in Grmono.387
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Proposition 4.5. Pseudo-chordality does not imply chordality.388

Proof. We will show that, in the spined category Grmono, there exists a non-chordal
object for which every pair of S-functors agree. To this end, consider, for some n ∈
ℕ, the element Kn#K1Cn obtained by identifying a vertex of an n-clique to a vertex
of an n-cycle. Since Cn is a subgraph of Kn, we have a sequence of injective graph
homomorphisms

Kn ↪Kn#K1C
n ↪Kn#K1K

n.

Thus, for any S-functor F , we have
n = F [Kn] ≤ F [Kn#K1C

n] ≤ F [Kn#K1K
n] = max{F [Kn],F [Kn]} = n.

■389

Wewill use pseudo-chordal objects to define notion of a pseudo-chordal completion390

of an object of a spined category. We point out that the name was given in analogy to391

the operation of a chordal completion of graphs (i.e. the addition of a set F of edges to392

some graph G such that the resulting graph (V (G),E(G)∪F ) is chordal).393

Definition 4.6. A pseudo-chordal completion of an object X of a spined category394

(,Ω,P) is an arrow � ∶ X ↪ H for some pseudo-chordal object H . If the pseudo-395

chordal objectH is also chordal, then we call � a chordal completion.396

Note that, for graphs, one can give an alternative definition of the tree-width a graph397

G as: tw(G) = min{!(H) − 1 ∶ H chordal completion of G} (where ! is the clique398

number) [12]. With this in mind, observe that the following definition of the width399

of a pseudo-chordal completion furthers the analogy between our construction and the400

tree-width of graphs.401

Definition 4.7. Let X and F be respectively an object and an S-functor in some mea-402

surable spined category. The width of a pseudo-chordal completion � ∶ X ↪H of X403

is the value F [H].404

We point out that, in contrast to the case of graphs, we do not define the width of a405

pseudo-chordal completion by using the generalized clique number !. This is because406

! need not be an S-functor in general (by Proposition 3.11). For clarity we note that407

the choice of S-functor in Definition 4.7 is inconsequential since every two S-functors408

agree on pseudo-chordal objects (by the definition of pseudo-chordality).409

Proposition 4.8. Let (,Ω,P) be a measurable spined category and denote by Δ[X]410

andΔcℎord[X] the minimum possible width of respectively any pseudo-chordal comple-411

tion of the object X and any chordal completion of X. Then Δ and Δcℎord are functors412

from  to ℕ≤.413

Proof. We only prove the claim for Δ since the argument for Δcℎord is the same. Let414

F be any S-functor over (,Ω,P). We need to verify that, for every arrow f ∶X → Y415

in , we have Δ[X] ≤ Δ[Y ]. To this end take any such arrow f ∶ X → Y and two416

minimum-width pseudo-chordal completions �X ∶ X →HX and �Y ∶ Y →HY of X417

and Y respectively. Since �Y ◦f is also a pseudo-chordal completion of X and by the418

minimality of the width of �, we have Δ[X] = F [HX] ≤ F [HY ] = Δ[Y ]. ■419
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Definition 4.9. Let Δ and Δcℎord be the functors defined in Proposition 4.8. We call Δ420

the triangulation functor and Δcℎord the chordal triangulation functor.421

Our goal now is to show that the triangulation functor of a measurable spined cat-422

egory is in fact an S-functor. Specifically we prove our main theorem which states that423

both Δ and Δcℎord are S-functors in any measurable spined category.424

Theorem4.10. Both the triangulation and chordal-triangulation functors are S-functors425

in any measurable spined category.426

Proof. Let (,Ω,P) be any measurable spined category equipped with some S-functor427

F . We will prove the statement only forΔ since the method of proof for theΔcℎord case428

is the same.429

Consider a pseudo-chordal completion c ∶ X →H of a pseudo-chordal object X.430

Then F [X] ≤ F [H], and so the identity pseudo-chordal completion of X has smaller431

width than any other pseudo-chordal completion ofX. This proves that Δ[Ωn] = n and432

hence that Δ satisfies property SC1.433

For SC2, consider any span A Ωn Ba b in . We have to prove that434

Δ[P(a,b)] = max{Δ[A],Δ[B]}. Choose a pseudo-chordal completion � ∶ A → HA435

(resp. � ∶ B→HB) for which F [HA] (resp. F [HB]) is minimal. Using property SC2,436

there is a unique arrow (�,�) ∶ P(a,b)→ P(�a,�b) such that the following diagram437

commutes.438

Ωn A HA

B P(a,b)

HB P(�a,�b)

a

b

�

�
(�,�)

439

Now take a pseudo-chordal completion � ∶P(a,b)→H ofP(a,b) for which the quan-440

tity F [H] is minimal. Consider the following diagram.441

442
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Ωn A

B P(a,b)

Ωn HA H

HB P(�a,�b)

n F [HA] = Δ[A] F [H] = Δ[P(a,b)]

F [HB] = Δ[B] F [P(�a,�b)]

a

b

idΩn

P(a,b)a�
P(a,b)b

�

(�,�)�a

�b
P(�a,�b)�a

�

P(�a,�b)�b

F (�b)

F (�a)

FP(�a,�b)�a

�2

FP(�a,�b)�b
�1

443

To show that Δ[P(a,b)] = max{Δ[A],Δ[B]}, it suffices to deduce the existence of the444

dotted arrows �1 and �2 in the diagram above.445

Note that, since F is an S-functor, the bottom square (which is a diagram in Nat)
commutes andP(�a,�b) =max{F [HA],F [HB]}. Since �◦P(a,b)a constitutes a pseudo-chordal completion of A and since we chose H so that F [H] is minimal, we have
F [HA] ≤ F [H]. Similarly we can deduce F [HB] ≤ F [H]. Thus we have

F [P(�a,�b)] = max{F [HA],F [HB]} (by our previous observation)
≤ F [H].

This proves the existence of �1.446

By Proposition 4.2, we know that the set of pseudo-chordal objects is closed un-447

der proxy pushouts. Since HA and HB are pseudo-chordal, so is their proxy pushout448

P(�a,�b). Hence (�,�) ∶P(a,b)→P(�a,�b) is a pseudo-chordal completion ofP(a,b).449

However, so isH . In fact we choseH so thatF [H] is minimal (sinceF [H] =Δ[P(a,b)]).450

Thus we have F [P(�a,�b)] ≥ F [H], which proves the existence of �2. ■451

Finally we prove an analogue of Halin’s Theorem 2.4 which states that the set of all452

S-functors is an upper-complete semi-lattice under the pointwise ordering and that Δ453

is the maximum element in this ordering. Before we do this, however, we will show the454

rather surprising fact that Δ and Δcℎord are in fact the same S-functor.455

Corollary 4.11. In any measurable spined category we have Δ = Δcℎord .456

Proof. Consider any measurable spined category (,Ω,P) equipped with an S-functor457

F and letX be an object in . Clearly, since every chordal object is also pseudo-chordal458

(by Corollary 4.4) we know that Δ[X] ≤Δcℎord[X]. Thus we will show that given any459

minimum-width pseudo-chordal completion � ∶ X →H of X, we can find a chordal460

completion of X of the same width as �.461

Let  ∶ H → Hcℎ be a minimum-width chordal completion of H . Since H is462

pseudo-chordal, all S-functors take the same value onH . In particular this means that463
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Δ[H] = Δcℎ[H] since both Δ and Δcℎord are S-functors by Theorem 4.10. Thus we464

have F [H] = Δ[H] = Δcℎ[H] = F [Hcℎ]. But then ◦� is a chordal completion of X465

with width F [Hcℎ] = F [H], as desired. ■466

Finally we obtain a counterpart to Halin’s Theorem 2.4 by showing that Δ is in fact467

the maximum S-functor in the point-wise ordering.468

Theorem 4.12. Let (,Ω,P) be any measurable spined category. The set of all S-469

functors over (,Ω,P) is an upper semi-lattice under the pointwise ordering with Δ as470

its maximum element.471

Proof. Let  be any non-empty (possibly infinite) subset of the set of S-functors over472

(,Ω,P). We begin by defining a candidate supremum of  and then we shall show473

that this is indeed an S-functor.474

Define the map F ∶  → ℕ for anyW in  as F[W ] ∶= maxF ′∈F ′[W ]. (Note475

that this maximum always exists since every objectX is mapped by any S-functor to at476

most the value of |X| and hence {F ′[X] ∶ F ′ ∈} is a bounded set of integers.)477

We claim that, for any arrow m ∶ X → Y in , we have F[X] ≤ F[Y ]. To see
this, let Q be an element of  such that Q[X] = F[X] (by the definition of F and
since  is non-empty, such a Q always exists). The functoriality of Q implies that, if
there is an arrow X → Y in , then Q[X] ≤Q[Y ]; in particular we can deduce that

F[X] =Q[X] ≤Q[Y ] ≤ max
F ′∈

F ′[Y ] = F[Y ].

Hence there is an arrow g ∶ F[X]→ F[Y ] in Nat, which means that we can (slightly478

abusing notation) render F a functor by extending the definition of F to map any479

arrow m ∶X → Y to the arrow g ∶ F[X]→ F[Y ] in Nat.480

From what we showed above, we know that F is a functor. Now we will show that
it is spinal functor. Note that F clearly preserves the spine; furthermore, for any span
A Ωn Ba b , we have

F[P(a,b)] = maxF ′∈
F ′[P(a,b)] (by the definition of F)

= max
F ′∈

max{F ′[A],F ′[B]} (since F ′ is an S-functor)
= max{F[A],F[B]}.

Thus F is an S-functor since it satisfies Properties SF1 and SF2. In particular we have481

proved that the set of all S-functors over (,Ω,P) is an upper semi-lattice under the482

point-wise ordering.483

To see thatΔ is the maximum element of this lattice, take any pseudo-chordal com-484

pletion � ∶ X → H of some object X. For any S-functor F , the following diagram485

commutes (by functoriality).486

X H

F [X] F [H]

F

�

F

F�

487
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But sinceΔ[X] ∶= F [H], we have F [X]≤Δ[X] and henceΔ is the maximum element488

of the upper semi-lattice of S-functors. ■489

Abstract analogue of tree-width. Earlier we showed (Proposition 3.7) that every S-490

function yields an S-functor over Grmono. The next result goes further than this and491

shows that the triangulation functor on Grmono takes every graph G to tw(G)+1.492

Corollary 4.13. Let Δ be the triangulation functor of Grmono. Then, for any graph G,493

we have Δ[G] = tw(G)+1.494

Proof. InGrmono the generalized clique-number agrees with the clique number. Hence
we compute

tw(G)+1 = min{!(H) ∶H is a chordal completion of G} (see [12])
= Δcℎord[G] (since ! is an S-functor in Grmono)
= Δ[G] (by Corollary 4.11).

■495

Next we consider the category HGrmono of hypergraphs and their injective homo-496

moprhisms which we describe now. Let H1 and H2 be hypergraphs; a vertex map497

ℎ ∶ V (H1)→ V (H2) is a hypergraph homomorphism if it preserves hyper-edges; that498

is to say that, for every edge F ∈E(H1), the set ℎ(F ) ∶= {ℎ(x) ∶ x∈F } is a hyper-edge499

inH2. Hypergraph homomorphisms clearly compose associatively, thus we can define500

the categoryHGrmono which has finite hypergraphs as objects and injective hypergraph501

homomorphisms as arrows.502

Theorem 4.14. Let Ω ∶ ℕ= →HGr be the functor taking every integer n to the hyper-

graph ([n],2[n]) and let P assign to each span of the form H1 Ωn H2
ℎ1 ℎ2

in HGr the the cocone H1 P(ℎ1,ℎ2) H2P(ℎ1,ℎ2)ℎ1

P(ℎ1,ℎ2)ℎ2 where

P(ℎ1,ℎ2) ∶=
(

(

V (H1)⊎V (H2)
)

∕ℎ1=ℎ2 ,
(

E(H1)⊎E(H2)
)

∕ℎ1=ℎ2
)

and P(ℎ1,ℎ2)ℎi is the map taking every vertex v inHi to vi in P(ℎ1,ℎ2). Then the triple503

(HGr,Ω,P) is a spined category.504

Proof. Clearly Property SC1 is satisfied, so, to show Property SC2, consider the fol-505

lowing diagram in HGr (we will argue for the existence and uniqueness of (j1, j2).506

Ωn H1 J1

H2 P(ℎ1,ℎ2)

J2 P(j1ℎ1, j2ℎ2)

ℎ1

ℎ2

j1

P(ℎ1,ℎ2)ℎ1

j2

P(ℎ1,ℎ2)ℎ2

(j1,j2)

507
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We define (j1, j2) ∶P(ℎ1,ℎ2)→P(j1, j2) as

(j1, j2)(x) ∶=

{

j1(x) if x ∈ V (H1)∩P(ℎ1,ℎ2)
j2(x) otherwise.

Clearly (j1, j2) is the unique injective vertex-map making the diagram commute (this508

can be easily seen by considering the forgetful functor taking every hypergraph to its509

vertex-set). Furthermore, by recalling the definition of the proxy pushout, one can easily510

see that it is in fact an injective hypergraph homomorphism, as desired. ■511

Note that we can also construct a spined functor from the spined category HGr of512

hypergraphs to the spined categoryGrmono of graphs. We do this by observing that the513

mapping G ∶HGr →Grmono which associates every hypergraph to its Gaifman graph514

(sometimes also referred to as ‘primal graph’) is clearly functorial.515

Proposition 4.15. The Gaifman graph functor G ∶HGr →Grmono is a spined functor.516

Proof. Note that G[([n],2[n])] = Kn (i.e. G satisfies Property SF1). Now take the517

proxy pushout P(ℎ1,ℎ2) of some span H1 Ωn H2
ℎ1 ℎ2 in HGr. Recall518

that P(ℎ1,ℎ2) is constructed by identifying H1 and H2 along Ωn ∶= ([n],2[n]). Thus,519

since G preserves the spine (as we just showed) we know that the Gaifman graph520

G[P(ℎ1,ℎ2)] ofP(ℎ1,ℎ2) is given by the clique-sum along aKn of the Gaifman graphs521

of H1 and H2. In other words we have G[P(ℎ1,ℎ2)] = G[H1]#G[Ωn]G[H1] which522

proves that G satisfies Property SF2. Thus G is a spined functor. ■523

Corollary 4.16. The spined category HGr is measurable; in particular there are un-524

countably many S-functors over HGr.525

Proof. Immediate from Propositions 3.7 and 4.15. ■526

Now consider any proxy pushout P(ℎ1,ℎ2) of a span H1 Ωn H2
ℎ1 ℎ2 in527

HGr. It follows (in much the same way as it does for graphs) that the tree-width of528

P(ℎ1,ℎ2) is the maximum of tw(H1) and tw(H2). Since, by the definition of tree-529

width, we have tw(([n],2[n])) = n−1, it follows that, in (HGr,Φ), Δ(K) = tw(K)+ 1530

for any chordal object K in (HGr,Φ). Thus we shave shown the following result.531

Corollary 4.17. If Δ is the triangulation number of (HGr,Ω,P), then, for any hyper-532

graph H , Δ(H) = tw(H)+1.533

5 New Spined Categories from Old534

The spined categories encountered so far came equipped with their “standard” notion535

of (mono)morphism: posets with monotone maps, graphs with graph homomorphsims,536

hypergraphs with hypergraph homomorphisms. In particular, for a class S of combina-537

torial objects decorated with extraneous structure (such as colored or labeled graphs),538

the appropriate choice of morphism may be less obvious. In these cases, a “forgetful”539
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function f ∶ S →  from S to some spined category  allows us to study properties of540

S by studying properties of its image in .541

It is straightforward to check that we can define a category S↓f , which we call the542

S-category induced by f by taking S itself as the collection of objects of S↓f and, for543

any two objects A and B in S, setting HomS↓f (A,B) ∶=Hom(f (A),f (B)).544

It will be convenient to notice that – up to categorial isomorphism – f−1(X) (for545

any objectX in the range of f ) consists of only one object in S↓f . To see this, suppose546

f is not injective (otherwise there is nothing to show) and let A,B ∈ S be elements547

of the set f−1(X). By the definition of S↓f , we know that idX ∈HomS↓f (A,B) since548

HomS↓f (A,B) = Hom(A,B). Thus A and B are isomorphic in S↓f since identity549

arrows are always isomorphisms.550

Note that by the construction of S↓f , the function f actually constitutes a faithful551

and injective (on objects and arrows) functor from S↓f to . The next result shows that552

if  is spined and if the range of f is sufficiently large, then we can chose a spine ΩS553

and a proxy pushout PS on S↓f which turn (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) into a spined category and554

f ∶ (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS )→ (,Ω,P) into a spined functor.555

Theorem 5.1. Let (,Ω,P) be a spined category, S be a set and f ∶ S →  be a556

function. If f is both557

1. surjective on the spine of  (i.e. ∀n ∈ ℕ,∃X ∈ S s.t. f (X) = Ωn) and such that558

2. for every span f (X) Ωn f (Y )x y in , there exists a distinguished559

element Zx,y ∈ S such that f (Zx,y) =P(x,y),560

then we can choose a functor ΩS and operation PS such that561

• (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) is a spined category and562

• f is a spinal functor from (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) to (,Ω,P)563

• if (,Ω,P) is a measurable spined category, then so is (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ).564

Proof. Define ΩS and PS as follows:565

• ΩS ∶ ℕ= → S↓f is the functor taking each n to an element of f−1(Ωn) (we can566

think of this as picking a representative of the equivalence class f−1(Ωn) for each567

n since, as we observed earlier, all elements of f−1(Ωn) are isomorphic),568

• PS is the operation assigning to each span X Ωn Yx y in S↓f the569

cocone X PS (x,y) ∶=Zx,y Y
P(x,y)x P(g,ℎ)ℎ , where Zx,y is the distinguished570

element whose existence is guaranteed by the second property of f .571

Now we will show that (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) is a spined category. Property SC1 holds in
(S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) since it holds in (,Ω,P) and since, for allA,B ∈S, we haveHomS↓f (A,B) ∶=
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Hom(A,B). To show Property SC2, we must argue that that, for every diagram of the
form

Q ∈ f−1(Ωn) H1 J1

H2 PS (ℎ1,ℎ2)

J2 PS (j1ℎ1, j2ℎ2)

ℎ1

ℎ2

j1

j2
(j1,j2)

(1)

in S↓f there is an arrow p (which is dotted in Diagram (1)) which makes the diagram572

commute.573

By the second condition on f , we know that f (PS (j1ℎ1, j2ℎ2)) =P(fj1ℎ1,f j2ℎ2)and f (PS (j1ℎ1, j2ℎ2)) =P(fj1ℎ1,f j2ℎ2). Thus we have that f maps Diagram (1) in
S↓f to the following diagram in .

Ωn f (H1) f (J1)

f (H2) f (PS (ℎ1,ℎ2)) =P(fℎ1,fℎ2)

f (J2) f (PS (j1ℎ1, j2ℎ2)) =P(fj1ℎ1,f j2ℎ2)

ℎ1

ℎ2

j1

j2 f◦(j1,j2)=(j1,j2)

(2)
Since (,Ω,P) satisfies Property SC2, the dashed arrow (j1, j2) in Diagram (2) ex-574

ists, is unique and makes the diagram commute. But since we have HomS↓f (A,B) ∶=575

Hom(A,B) for all A,B ∈ S, we know that p = (j1, j2), as desired.576

Now we will argue that f is a spinal functor. By the first property of f , we know577

that f preserves the spine. By the second property of f and by what we just argued578

about Diagrams (1) and (2), we know that f satisfies Property SF2 as well. Thus f is579

a spinal functor from (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) to (,Ω,P).580

Finally note that, since f is a spinal functor from (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) to (,Ω,P), it must581

be that, if there exists an S-functor G over (,Ω,P), then the composition G◦f is an582

S-functor over (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ). Thus (S↓f ,ΩS ,PS ) is measurable whenever (,Ω,P)583

is. ■584

Theorem 5.1 allows us to easily define new spined categories from ones we already
know. For example, denoting, for every graph G, the set of all functions of the form
f ∶ V (G)→ [|V (G)|] as l(G), consider the set  ∶= {l(G) ∶ G ∈ } of all vertex-
labelings of all finite simple graphs. Let Q ∶ →Grmono be the surjection

Q ∶
(

f ∶ G→ [|V (G)|]
)

⟼ G∕f
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which takes every labeling f ∶ G→ [|V (G)|] in  to the quotient graph
G∕f ∶= (V (G)∕f ,E(G)∕f ⧵{xx ∶ x ∈ V (G)}).

Since Grmono is a measurable spined category, by Theorem 5.1, we know that ↓Q is585

also a measurable spined category. In particular, the triangulation number Δl of ↓Q586

takes any object f ∶ G→ [|V (G)|] in ↓Q to the tree-width of G∕f .587

This construction might seem peculiar, since it maps labeling functions (as opposed588

to graphs themselves) to tree-widths of quotiented graphs. Thus we define the l-tree-589

width of any graph G, denoted twl(G), as twl(G) = minf∈l(G)Δl[f ]. This becomes590

trivialy if we allow all possible vertex-labelings. However, by imposing restrictions on591

the permissible labelings, we can obtain more meaningful width-measures on graphs.592

We briefly consider two examples to demonstrate this principle.593

Example 5.2 (Modular tree-width). Recall that a vertex-subset X of a graph G is a594

called a module inG if, for all vertices z∈ V (G)⧵X, either z is adjacent to every vertex595

in X or N(z) ∩X = ∅. We call a labeling function f ∶ V (G)→ [|V (G)|] modular if,596

for all i ∈ [|V (G)|], the preimage f−1(i) of i is a module in G. Thus, denoting by 597

the set ∶=
{

{� ∶ � is modular labeling of G} ∶G ∈ 
} of all modular labelings, we598

obtain, as we did above, a spined category ↓Q, where Q is the function taking each599

modular labeling to its corresponding modular quotient.600

Note that the triangualation number of ↓Q maps every modular labeling to the601

tree-width of the corresponding modular quotient. Thus we can define modular tree-602

width which takes any graph G to the minimum tree-width possible over the set of all603

modular quotients of G.604

Example 5.3 (Chromatic tree-width). Denote the set of all proper colorings as col ∶=605
{

{� ∶ � is proper coloring of G} ∶ G ∈ 
}. Then, as we just did in Example 5.2, we606

can study the spined category col↓Q and its triangulation number. Proceeding as before,607

this immediately yields the notion of chromatic tree-width.608

6 Further Questions609

Aswe have seen, spined categories provide a convenient categorial settings for the study610

of classes of recursive decompositions.611

Proxy pushouts occupy a middle ground between the amalgamation property famil-612

iar from model theory (see e.g. Brody’s dissertation [5] for a thorough graph-theoretic613

treatment) and the strong constructions available in e.g. adhesive categories [23]. The614

latter do not allow us to define width measures functorially since they would rule out615

Nat as a codomain for our functors (in particular poset categories are not adhesive). In616

contrast, Nat has proxy pushouts and is a spined category.617

Among spined categories, the measurable ones come equipped with a distinguished618

S-functor, the triangulation functor of Definition 4.9, which can be seen as a general619

counterpart to the graph-theoretic notion of tree-width, and which gives rise to an as-620

sociated notion of completion/decomposition. Moreover, Theorem 4.10 shows that the621
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only possible obstructions to measurability are the generic ones: if there is no obstruc-622

tion so strong that it precludes the existence of every S-functor, there can be no further623

obstruction preventing the existence of the triangulation functor.624

Since most settings have only one obvious choice of structure-preserving morphism625

(which fixes the pushout construction as well), functoriality leaves the choice of an ap-626

propriate spine as the only “degree of freedom”1. This makes spined categories an in-627

teresting alternative to other techniques for defining graph width measures, such as lay-628

outs2 (used for defining branch-width [29], rank-width [26], F4-width [21], bi-cut-rank-629

width [21] and min-width [31]), which rely on less easily generalized, graph-theory-630

specific notions of connectivity. Finding algebraic examples of spined categories and631

associated width measures remains a promising avenue for further work. In particular,632

as we move from combinatorial structures towards algebraic and order-theoretic ones,633

choosing a spine becomes an abundant source of technical questions.634

Question. Consider the category Posetoe which has finite posets as objects and order635

embeddings as morphisms, equipped with the usual pushout construction. Is there a636

sequence of objects n↦Ωn which makes Posetoe into a measurable spined category?637
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